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All modules are combined customised to 

your wishes. Multi-channel information 

systems arise which makes transparent 

operational acts direct and indirectly and 

support the flow of information actively. 

Adaptive control units are complemented, 

so arise an independent assistance

system. 
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Preface 

The Human Factor

Philosophy

Optimal use of TimeView results with following premises: 

  data availability - make sure  

 quality of data - sufficient accuracy 

 redundancy - make room  

 
 

 
 

 
 

TimeView is a tool for sharing spare measurement of parameters, machines and process data in 

real time. It will be possible with the real time analysis to be on the current status of 

manufacturing and production at any time and any place. 

About the philosophy of interactive, evolutionary improvement of processes, TimeView starts with 

the evaluation less but more accurate and in real time of existing characteristic data. 

So starts an internal, interactive optimization process which is orientate exclusively up to date of 

companies information. 

 
TimeView builds step by step more and more 

synapses like in a learning process between 

management, marketing, process planning, 

manufacturing and purchasing. 

This process of constant interaction optimize 

the whole value chain and so the sucess of 

the entire company. 

TimeView is always entrepreneurially tailored and oriented at the operational co-determination so 

it is directly useful for decision making. You configure TimeView independently on your 

operational requirements. 

The „Loop-System“ of TimeView works in so the operational communication is structured and 

starting with TimeView implementation of CIP, it starts up retraceable and controllable. 

 

TimeView captured, analysed, automatically where it is appropriate. TimeView captured, 

analysed, mannually, where is requiered the thinking of people. Controls and planes adaptively 

on those points which could be considered as standardized. 

Via release rules data transfer will adapted to the specific needs. The information structure will 

also adapted with the internal working tasks. 

single thinking

part of production

most variabel 

part of production
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CIP-Planning

Alerting

Operate

Control

Capture

Visualize

Analyze

Supervise

Resources

Activ-Module Passive -Module
ERP

PPS

CAQ

(…)

Optimize

You can use TimeView off- and online, centralised and decentralised and it is low of maintenance 

and training. We support you with employee workshops! 

We will find the best solutions for you in a personal conversation. 

Structure of a CIP-System 

We called TimeView, TimeView-KVP-System because we like to support people with our efforts 

within of KVP and optimisation as essential corporate measure!  

We divide basically between modules, where TimeView is directly activ and also modules which 

are passive for whom TimeView provides measurements results. The knowledge helps users as 

basic for potential assessment, growth of motivation and reduction of wastage. KVP-system can 

supply independently excellent results without connection to another system. The connection to 

other systems needs, however, an own optimisation. 
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TimeView
inside

www.form-function.de

Interfaces

Interface Machine

Added value ON/OFF

Interfaces to other Systems

Manually capture

InterView

CustomAutoLog

Technology

DEFauto

Crashfinder

Custom IN/OUT

DEFman

CustomDialog

Capture, free selectable

Technological Parameter

Parameter of disfunctions

Specifical Parameter 
of Machinecrash

Configuration-Masks, free selectable

User Administration 

We differentiate user and group profiles so that within a configuration level i.a. profiles can be 

applied for an operator level, production control, marketing and management. 

Automatic Capture, Interfaces 

Interface to Machine, Facility, Assembly (InterView) 

InterView is an interface between manufacturing equipment and TimeView master computer, 

which reads out control signals or suits pickups of digital or analogue signals. We have for many 

control systems direct interfaces (for example Heidenhain, Siemens, Fanuc). 

 If there is no direct interface we can work about 

an adaptation. That means a put up of a „Black-

Box“ at the facility, machine or inside the 

assembly. These received signals either directly 

of  the machine electric or it will added 

additional sensors, which provides signals

information with a logic operation inside the 

„Black-Box“ TimeView. 
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BDE

MDE

TPM
ERP

PPS

PDE
PZE

QDE

DNC

Logging additional Signals (CustomAutoLog) 

We log the additional required signals in TimeView. The signals can be read out of control system 

or via „Black-Box“. 

Data transfer in External Systems  

(CustomIN/OUT) 

CustomIN/OUT is an interface to enable a transfer of data to external systems, respectively other 

databases for example for post calculation. TimeView standardly provides data export in Excel. 

Already inside. 

 
Capture technological Parameters (Technology) 

The module Technology serves the detailed capture parameter within the main time (ON) of 

machines and facilities. These times will decided through technological parameters of the working 

task, so that for all usual processings such as drilling, milling, eroding, grinding, welding and 

many more technological parameters can be captured and so efficiency can be assessed.  

Besides of technological processes it can be captured specified machines and facilities 

technological parameters. Examples time, temperature or vibrations of aggregates and machine 

building components. Thereby it is not relevant, whether capture displayed already inside of the 

machine control system or SPS, or whether measurement take place by the use of TimeView.  

 

Combination by machines and facilities with process applied technological parameters is essential 

part within TimeView module Repairer, our System for maintenance and servicing. 
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!

Downtimes and Malfunctions captured automatically 

Downtimes and/or malfunctions will automatic capture from machine control. 

Automatical Association of Order and Component (DEFWPauto) 

Order and component will automatic capture from machine control or other systems, which are 

dependent to current process. 

 

Order and Component assigned to Automatic Systems (DEFWPsort_auto) 

DEFWPsort_auto is needed for processing of palette systems, stations or magazines with handling 

systems but also for multiple clampings by different work pieces at a machine table. It serves an 

automatic association of processing times for order and components. 

Operations entered automatically (DEFCFauto) 

From machine control and other systems, which are dependent on current process, operations can 

captured automatically. 

Quality Parameters captured automatically (QualityMind) 

QualityMind is able to capture quality 

parameters which are requested of control 

system or via external sensor system. It 

serves quality and documentation. From 

captured figures of QualityMind charts can 

be constructed as well as components and 

batch sizes can be compared qualitatively 

and visually. 

Machine Collision reconstructed (Crashfinder) 

The module Crashfinder shows you machines abnormalities. It is able to recognise collisions and 

make threatening machine breakdowns transparently. Firstley it will shows on surface with a 

further „Barcode“ line in the analysis other there is an logfile output. Additional you have the 

possibility to comment the crash subsequently so that the occurrence  remains transparent. In 

conjunction with module AttentionPlus arise approaches to increase machine uptime. 
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DEFinition

Datainputs with duty 
by Operater

Machine standstill 
by manual capture

Configurationmask,
free selectable

DEFduty

DEFman

DEFWPquality

DEFWP

DEFWPsort

DEFreapair

DEFtooljob

CustomDialog

Manual capture and
relation to part/charge

Capture by demand 
Ticketsystem

Provision for 
work equipment

Capture of operation DEFWorkRoutine

Capture of quality

Relationships

Manual Capture, Interfaces (DEFinition) 

Module DEFinition is able to capture down time reasons of machines and facilities and is also able 

to find answers by a simple status report up to a large and independent networked database 

structure such as a task catalogue. Also it is possible to high develope specifications as well as 

knowledge databases of  TimeView module Repairer, planning tool for maintenance and 

servicing. 

 

Subsequent changing of manually aquired parameters is possible and will be marked according to 

evaluations. 

Employee integration and Plausibility (DEFman) 

Possible causes will defined together in advance and then they can defined in analysis. You can 

any times change them by yourself. After a certain downtime the operator has the opportunity to 

state a reason (for example clamping, planned downtime, cleaning). 

As the input of downtime cause is carried out by an operator so he has a key position of 

evaluation in machine effectiveness. The operator objectified problems with planning process or 

weak points in maintenance. 

If reasons for downtime are followed in team work then there is place for an optimal evaluation. 
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The userfriendly „Input“ in the loop system needed only a few clicks: 

1. Selection of time (of….to…..is fixed automatically) 

 

2. Selection of reasons for downtime from a catalogue, which is specified per machine 

 

3. When required input of a free text 

 

4. Confirmation with „OK“ 

Disruption reasons captured from machine control or SPS automatically – see page 4, module 

DEFauto. 

Addition free definable Input Screen Masks (CustomDialog) 

The interactional CustomDialog designed free diverse user inputs. When required the user will be 

asked for an input. Input take place as a rule on personal computer or via barcode, respectively 

RFID-Scan. 

 
Control Stations on User Level  

(DEFleitstand) 

Control stations within the 

production can get directly to 

application and so they are 

accurate represented. (for

example projections for user 

orientation, target/actual

specification for the degree of 

completion or to follow on 

work and alternate). 



DEFWPsort is needed for processing with 

palette systems, stations or magazines 

and handling systems. Also you need it for 

multiple clampings of different workpieces 

from one machine tables to another and 

semi automatically capture with order and 

component. 

9  Interfaces

Mandatory Details for User (DEFduty) 

Mandatory details of user will supported with DEFduty. Non compliance can lead to not starting of 

the processing progress. 

 

Booking of order and components (DEFWPman) 

Order and component will listed by the operator manually.  

Order and component can be captured automatically from machine control or SPS – see page 6, 

module DEFWPauto. 
 

Recording of quality (DEFWPquality) 

 With order and component 

you can separate capture 

manually to automatically

scrap and post treatment

materials. Thereby defects

worksheets digital as

template can be integrated for 

filling. 

Recording of setting up Stations (DEFWPsort_man) 

For the automatic capture, see page 6, module DEFWPsort_auto. 
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Realtime Internet Webleitstand

Grundmodul

WorkPiece

WPquality

WPmemo

Precision

WPcash

Personnel

WPCutomForce

WPsort

StaticView

StaticView Technology

StaticView OEE

Monitoring

Tourer

Vision Control

Diagnostics

Realtime measuring 

Condition Monitoring

Decentral Analyzes

Camerasystems

Remotecapturing

Relation to 
part/charge

Quality

Standard

Procress

Realtionship

Cash

Precision

Personnel

Chartanalyze

OEE

Efficiency

and analizing 

Requirements Repair (DEFrepair) 

DEFrepair ist the exchange of module 

DEFinition with the module Repairer and 

Repairerlight, for repairs, maintenance and 

service, respectively with access to

knowledge database. 

 

Requirements stock (DEFtooljob) 

 DEFtooljob ist the forward 

planning to provide

material and tools, in 

conjunction with central 

stock management. The 

storekeeper has the

possibility via monitoring 

to take action per

foreward looking. 

 

Recording of assembly operation (DEFWorkRoutine) 

With the module DEFWorkRoutine you have 

depending on linked module the possibility to 

give a feed back of operations on a component. 

Input is user friendly by traffic light logic. When 

there are peculiarities the user can stop the 

working process and indicate a reason. The 

evaluation flows through the basic module and 

the additional modules. 

 



WebLeitstand 
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 Analysis Cockpit and Control Center- all in one (Basic Module) 

The Basic Module ist the basic for all further modules. It is able to capture all signals digitised 

automatically and can visualise these on the standard interface. On one looks it becomes 

apparent, which status have certain procedures of machines, facilities and manual  operations 

(e.g. assemblies). 

The evaluation can follow individual by the shifts, day, week, month or about a free eligible 

period, e.g. parametrical. Thereby a formation of profiles is possible. Whether for example for one 

machine in detail or several machines in overview – it is your decision! 

 

The module Webleitstand ist the Web based

visualisation of machines, facilities and assemblies of 

different locations and the colour presentation of the 

current state by facilities. It is also possible a 

presentation in chart form (addition module StaticView 

is used), so evaluations are presented including 

productivity. The surfaces be viewed via Web browser 

or a smartphone in Intranet, or from the outside via 

Internet. So you have always the possibility to be 

directly and fast informed everywhere about your 

latest production statuses. These can provide accurate 

informations by degree of completion, target/actual 

value, projections for orienting of user or to follow up 

and alternative works. 
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Analysis of order and component (WorkPiece) 

The module WorkPiece is able to analyse and tracking all work pieces on two different ways: 

either it is evident in which order a workpiece has passed through a machine, or it is evident, 

which component is on a machine. Furthermore WorkPiece is a possibility of support of post 

calculations and their accuracy. Via module CustomOut data can fully automatically passed on to 

 external systems. The capture 

of further data from workpieces 

(e.g. quantities, reworking,

setpoints) is possible.  

You can look at reference to the WorkPiece parameter, for example downtimes per set up or 

WorkPiece. 

 

Analysis of quality (WorkPieceQuality) 

The module WorkPieceQuality is a further 

itemisation to module WorkPiece. It is 

possible to see in the visualisation the 

overall quantities and also the shares of 

not according specification or  reworking. 

Thereby additions of reworked

components can be taken with editing. 

 

Analyses monetary nature 

 (WorkPieceCash) 

 

The module WorkPieceCash provides

configuration levels to maintenance of 

cost rates, which enables to deposite and 

visualise „waste“ in a sum of money. 
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Analysis in machining centre/production cells (WorkPieceSort) 

WorkPieceSort is needed for processing of palette systems, stations or magazines with handling systems 

but also for multiple clampings by different work pieces at a machine table. It serves an detailed 

manual semi automatic or automatic association of processing times for order and components. 

 
Analyse operations (WorkPieceCustomForce) 

With the module CustomForce it is able within of 

process chains and with product reference to 

structure the progress planning individually. The 

module produces dependencies of individual

processing steps, so that in the beginning product 

quality of sequence of production are analysed on 

logic. The software tested self sufficient or in 

combination with other TimeView modules

respectively in reference of data from external  

 systems. Features can set independently for a certain process sequence, so that it is possible to react of 

„points of failure“. CustomForce can engaged with protection signatures and also in obligation, so that 

e.g. via a digital quality check with CustomForce at first the making of delivery notes will possible and 

so in house trainnings can be created. 

 

Progress of processing evaluate and compare (WorkPieceMemo) 

A certain progress of the request for a marked component is presented with a mouse click – this is  the 

task of WorkPieceMemo. 

Identified, exemplary, for the way in which production important components are marked as memo 

component, so that all process data to cost rate be available ad hoc. In a input mask can be create  

various profiles, so that a classification of component data take place. 

WorkPieceMemo can be used in a direct comparison to a current processing in TimeView Cockpit. 

Furthermore informations can be utilised for calculation. 

 

Structuring of processing by levels of detail (Precision) 

 

TimeView Precision is a derived tool of process related as well as technological collection within 

chipping technology and individual production.An automated readout of processing parameters is 

possible which can be matched to the processing types, for example drilling, thread-cutting, 2D-, 2½D- 

and 3D-milling and can be combined with technological recordings, for example rapid traverse motions 

and idle action, with regard to the processing efficiency, and equipped with material- and order 

reference. For custom-producers a whole new picture of production emerges, which can be used in 

manifold ways. 
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Evaluation of personnel (Personnel)  

 

The module Personnel enables a tracing, when which employee worked at which machine, facility 

and/or order-related. In a company with target times within the production, this can serve the charge 

determination. The acquisition can also occur anonymously, so that it is solely comprehensible at which 

times it comes to production 'without personnel'. 

 

Chart analysis of parameters (StaticView) 

 

With the module StaticView an individual statistic evaluation, including trend analysis, is made possible. 

Individual filter options are granted. The effects of optimization measures can be visualized through this, 

and in freely variable intervals of time. 

 

Chart analysis of OEE (StaticViewOEE) 

 

Evaluations and diagrams, regarding 

OEE, are explicitly organized within 

the module StaticViewOEE, with

individualized, parametric set-point 

configuration, so that the single parts

(availability, performance, quality) as well as the 

OEE-process en bloc, including a trend analysis, 

can be displayed. 

 



Remote-Systems (Diagnostics) 
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Monitoring of parameters (ExtendetView) 

 

The module ExtendetView is the digital display 

possibility for production, as well as administration. 

The employees can directly be provided with the 

crucial parameters in your business segments via big 

monitors or  projection screens. The output  is designed 

to meet your own specific requirements. 

 

Decenter temporary acquisition (Tourer) 
 

The Tourer is used for the partial acquisition of points of 

failure. This means the Tourer is a mobile KVP-station, which 

is transported to the 'trouble spots'. 'Trouble spots' can be the 

start of series production or new machinery. 

The Tourer can also be helpfully used regarding the 

acceptance for KVP-viewing and can as well be deployed in 

advance for extensive displaying of complete infrastructures. 

Camera-Systems (VisionControl) 

 

Regarding issues of multi-machine operation, check, work status, tool wear- and status control, 

component tracking and machine crashes, we offer TimeView VisionControl, camera-systems for the 

production.  

Along with additional TimeView modules, for example real time monitoring can be complemented 

with residue watchdog timing and torque control. Measuring camera systems can be integrated as 

well. 

 

TimeView Diagnostics serves mechanical- and facility 

engineering companies, related industries, as well as the 

production industry. Accordingly the application areas 

range from the assurance of receivables default risks to a 

more effective processing of services. Of course

Diagnostics can also serve an effective in-house operation. 

TimeView Diagnostics provides analogical as well as 

digital hardware-related interfaces and on the other hand 

a software-related controller feature. Via GPRS the data 

will be transmitted to our portal-server. You can view your 

data via internet in a password-protected area and set 

filters. If an alarm occurs, you can be informed via SMS. 

With TimeView Diagnostics there is a qualified basis for 

discussion between the supplier and the customer, in the 

case of an emergency. 
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Personnel Profiling 

Energy Profiling 
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Only through a holistic approach of the resources it is possible to make a clean depiction of what can 

be capitalized through CIP – the more devices out of the areas of energy, process, personnel are 

processed, the more extensive the potentials can be exploited. 

 
Remuneration models based on real-time collection (PersonnelCash) 

 

Goal of the module is a variable realization of remuneration models for the employees. 

Demand of enhancement (PersonnelPush) 

 
'Stick and carrot' and 'treat' are idiomatic expressions with 

which the software tool PersonnelPush can be described 

proficiently. In this connection it's the aim to demand 

motivation and duties and to promote improvements. 

 
Promotion of improvements (PersonnelRatio) 

 

PersonnelRatio is the adaptive continuation of

PersonnelPush. With a specific software support a proactive 

conduct for the optimization with the employees will be 

trained. 

 

Time recording system (TimeKey) 

 

You do not want to run after the time sheets of your 

employees before cost reporting. TimeKey can help you in 

this case. The working time is collected via USB or RFID-chip. 

The USB-stick is additionally suitable for 'normal' use. 

TimeKey is known for the easiest way to digitally record 

stamping times. In addition with the TimeView feedback 

module adjustments  between compensation related- and 

order related time can be performed automatically. 

 

Basis of an energy management is the process management, the Process Profiling, so that process 

analysis and KVP should be regarded as its basis, and with the term of 'wastage' a holistic view can 

be processed. We log your consumption via our interfaces. 

 



Planning 
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With the TimeView-Energy-Timer machines can 

be switched off centrally and programmable. 

By an input mask time intervals can be 

determined individually per machine – and cost 

rates for the energy consumption can be 

deposited.  

Within the TimeView-analysis-cockpit machine 

conditions can be visualized and evaluated in 

schedules and diagrams, and saved amounts can 

be identified. Excel-export-formats can be

derived. 

 

Economization through switch-off (Energy-Timer) 

 

Planning and monitoring of improvement (CIP-module) 

 

With the CIP-module the CIP-

measures will be structured 

and administrated. The

module is the 'control and 

monitoring unit' for a

multitude of CIP-measures in 

conjunction with the modules 

of TimeView. The CIP-module 

is able to follow actual states 

and to compare them with the 

planned CIP-goals. 

 In conjunctions with the modules Attention and AttentionPlus an interactive benchmarking can be 

realized in form of warning messages via filters. Furthermore, charts including trends of the 

optimization progress can be visualized with the module StaticView. With the KVP-module 'learning 

curves' can be tracked as well. 

The KVP-module works with interactive features, both with users and the other  installed 

TimeView products, by managing arbitrary and mandatory characteristics and therefore actively 

structuring processes. 
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Manual Capture

DEFinition

Machine stillstand

Part/Charge

Personnel

Automatic Capture

InterView Running time

DEFinition

Quality

Malfunction

Technology Temperature

Power

Oscillation

Quality

Analyses, e.g.

Alerting

(Adaptive Control)

cycle maintenance

manual

automaticly

Repair -and maintenance Organisation

Repairer

RepairerLight

Catalogues of actions, with

Machine lifecycle

Maintenance planning

Knowlede Database

Documentmanagement

Sparepartmanagement

Productivity

OEE

Analyses, e.g.

Pieces of repair

Pieces maintenance

Quality of maintenance

Realtime Planning
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Process-security (Repairer) 

 

Do you also have difficulties with the maintenance of systems/tools and with the supply of  spare 

parts? The Repairer will make things more simple. Through the one-time activation of a system/tool 

you will actively be remembered of maintenance interval. 

At the same time a list will be generated which includes all the parts required. 

If you have the possibility to refer to a stock list/inventory control system, the Repairer can 

automatically or after approval send an order list to the purchasing department. At any time the 

stock can be viewed via a min./max.-control. 

Another advantage of an electronic maintenance log is the acquisition of a life story per system/tool. 

After the maintenance completion the demand for spare parts will be confirmed or added to an 

addition expenditure. 

 

Out of the information given, the 

Repairer turns into a self-learning 

system, whereby your 

maintenance’s will become more 

and more effective and aren't 

executed too often or too seldom. 

The KVP-integral emerges. 

The production management as well 

can get an overview of the usable 

systems/tools and use idle times for 

the maintenance in a cost-neutral 

way. 

 

 



Capacity planning – WorkPiecePlan 

 

Capacity planning with real-time coupling to 

machine conditions, with prompt – accuracy and 

utilization increase, planning effort decreases. 

Order planning with starting and stopping times, 

order booking through the machine operator. 

Adjustment quantity target/actual, order-related 

preview, on the basis of actual partial cycles and 

including preview plausibility, that means

collision warning. 
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Acquisition and controlling of requirements (RepairerLight) 

 

The RepairerLight serves as a work- and 

communication-center of the organization and 

structuring of repair-, maintenance-tools and 

consists of a ticket system, a status control 

station and formats regarding execution and 

performance of requirements. 

 

Controlling of machines and systems (RepairerControl) 

 

Static and dynamic machine- and system-review, linked up to the prevention and interval determination 

within the module Repairer, can be a mainstay, so that you can obtain this service from us. For example 

in the following order: 

 
visual assessment (machine, axes,  

control cabinet) 

 radius test Renishaw QuickCheck 

 logging of: power consumption main  

axis, axis position, software status  

controlling, spindle hours of operation,  

temperature control cabinet 

Machine utilization and order planning as Gantt-diagram, including real time quantity available in 

diagrams. 'Starting-/stopping TARGET' evaluable with  'starting-/stopping-ACTUAL TIME', warning levels 

(adjustable in minutes), visually highlighted, for non-started orders, including data import and export 

out of external systems. 

 

Alert, communication 
 
Alert and message chains (Attention/AttentionPlus) 

 
If idle times occur there is the possibility to receive a notification via SMS, Email or shown on any screen  
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Control units (AdaptiveControl) 
 

From the moment on in which the TimeView-modules get a regulated, automated character, where the 

process support no longer happens through persons, the modules obtain an adaptive character – this can 

take place if extrapolations as well as statically collected parameters are directly integrated in 

measurements, planning or production. An example is the automated separation of periods of series 

production from times within series. 
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with the module Attention. With AttentionPlus you 

additionally have the option to send SMS, controlled 

through filters.  

 Furthermore AttentionPlus also offers the

possibility to set different alert levels, so that the 

operator, for example, receives an SMS after 3 

minutes and the production manager after 30 

minutes. Through this you will be actively 

supported in improving the productivity. 

Attention and AttentionPlus furthermore serve as 

an event-related assistance system, in addition 

with other modules. 

 

Intern communication, TimeView-Messenger (ByPass) 

 

Within the operational organization structures, horizontal as well as vertical, you can speed up  your 

communication with the module ByPass. For example in use with operational assistants, logistics 

providers and such. This happens with using very simple tools, which will speed up your in-house 

communication. No special investments are in need here. The module can ideally be combined with the 

SMS-alert-modules (module Attention, module AttentionPlus). 

 

Routines, Controller units 

MachineControl 

 The TimeView-machine-blockage is the basis for the 

implementation of predefined operating ranges or incidents 

and the basis of system redundancy. If cases of this type 

occur, the machine or system will be put into a hold mode, 

which can only be canceled in conjunction with an authorized 

person, so that the instruction right can be practiced 

specifically and securely. 

In conjunction with the TimeView-alert, incidents can 

additionally be announced via SMS. applications lie in the 

intervention of border crossings of rejection rates or 

mandatory entries of personnel. 



TimeReporting 

 

Do you wish a practice-oriented evaluation of your 

TimeView-profile directly sent to your office? No 

problem! 

 

Within a consultation (Process-Profiling) all the 

necessary measurements and targets between you and 

us will be defined, so that a TimeView-implementation 

can take place. 

Promptly you will receive a brief and precise 

evaluation of your TimeView-profile via Email or, on 

request, also in print. This will give you the opportunity 

to actively realize the continuous improvement process 

and to immediately react to variations. 

 

 

Training

Training operator

Training production management 

Training executive board

Training IT
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Packages 
 

For single industries or divisions, tried and proven module arrangements exist, as well as their 

application in addition to progress planning. Please ask for advice on appropriate equipment. 

 

Service 
 

Workshops 

We offer specific workshops for the individual themes upon agreement. 

 

Target of the analysis of your TimeView-profile is to ideally support you in terms of process optimizations 

and thereby offering you a time saving! Maximize GREEN-times, minimize RED-times. Hand us us over 

the evaluation work! We regularly generate your field reports. Solely documented with actual values, to 

objectify the results. 

The TimeReporting will make it possible for you to set measurable targets which will be verifiable 

through Reporting, in relation to the utilization of the machines in your equipment pool, the events 

within your infrastructure and the productivity of the individual operational sectors! 
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After-Sales, Service- und Update-Support 
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We support you in the IT-administration 

(regarding TimeView), if you have questions or 

problems dealing with TimeView, within in-

house training as well as CIP-structuring. 

By remote maintenance we save your TimeView 

data in regular time intervals, coordinated with 

you, so that in the event of system failure there 

will be no data loss. 

 

    Service description: 

 

telephone hotline 

24h service 

support via Email 

online-maintenance 

on-site service 

training measurements 

 

Through our update-service you will profit over 

the long term of the progress and the automated 

software support, which is individually

coordinated with your  TimeView-modules. 

As a general rule updates will occur via remote 

maintenance and in agreement with your IT. 

 
Service description: 

 

Transmitting of new releases and 

versions; thereby the supplied 

releases and versions are

coordinated with the installed 

individualized software-customer-

stand of TimeView. 

 
Supply of demo information

material and documentations with 

regard to the supplied releases 

and versions. 

 

Attachments 
 

On request we offer a multitude of attachments – starting with in- and output units, as well as actors, 

sensors for instrumentation & control technology or further processing, as well as fixing- and 

protection-units, mostly made of stainless steel. 

 

Certifications 
 

For captures of machine-parameter and interfaces over all, we have many years of experiences, and 

which we ongoing training.   

 

References 
 

CIP has no singular touch in one industry, and so on we have many coustomer all over different kind of 

sections. Please contact us for specific information. 

 



Goals
(attractive, realistic, defined, measurable, controllable) 

+

Motivation
(organisation, focus, communication) 

=

Success
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